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The Liberty Bell is an iconic symbol of American independence. It was 

cast with the lettering "Proclaim LIBERTY Throughout all the Land unto all 

the Inhabitants Thereof.” 

This is a Biblical reference from the Book of Leviticus (25:10) – “And you 

shall consecrate the fiftieth year, and proclaim liberty throughout the land 

to all its inhabitants. It shall be a jubilee for you ….” 

This scripture is a reference to the Jubilee Year of ancient Israel when all 

debts were to be cancelled and each person had the right of return to 

land that had originally been allocated in a just manner. 



The Liberty Bell cracked upon its arrival in Philadelphia shortly 
after being forged. In the image Native Chief Little Bear points to 
the crack as though reflecting upon the major flaw in the founding 
of American democracy – the lack of economic human rights 
based on each person’s birthright to the earth’s land and natural 
resources and to a money and banking system that enables fair 
trade without usury. 

The Crack in the Liberty Bell thus understood has brought us to 
the point of gross wealth and power inequality which is fast 
destroying the basic freedoms and liberties of the inhabitants of 
the United States of America.  









John Mohawk, a leading scholar 
and spokesman for the Six 
Nations Iroquois Confederacy.



Today, debt is the new serfdom.



These latter day pharaohs, the 
planet owners, the richest 5% -
allow the rest of us to pay day 
after day for the right to live on 
their planet. And as we make 
them richer, they buy yet more 
of the planet for themselves, and 
use their wealth and power to 
fight amongst themselves over 
what each possesses ~ though of 
course it's actually us who have 
to fight and die in their wars.



Bill Gates is now the biggest 
private owner of farmland in 

the United States.

In total, Gates owns 
approximately 242,000 acres 
of farmland with assets 
totaling more than $690m. 
To put that into perspective, 
that’s nearly the size of 
Hong Kong…

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfr
ee/2021/apr/05/bill-gates-climate-crisis-
farmland 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2021/04/07/bill-gates-
now-americas-biggest-farmer-does-want-land/

https://www.agriculture.com/farm-management/farm-land/bill-gates-is-about-to-change-the-way-amer-ca-farms










Resource Wars. 3-4 million people have been 
killed in the Congo since 1994 over gold, 
diamonds, coltan, copper, and other resources

Congo resource wars | 3-4 million people have been killed ...
https://www.flickr.com/photos/natashamayers/688813237

https://www.flickr.com/photos/natashamayers/688813237/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/natashamayers/688813237/












AND



We call ourselves the world's greatest democracy - we are absolutely a 
plutocracy! It's the most obvious thing in the world! Wealth governs this 
country! And wealth uses military violence to control the rest of the world 
as best it can. And we're responsible! And we will pay the price for it! 

If we don't control our violence, if we don‘t control the effect of the 
symbol of our glorification of violence, on our children and on the rest of 
the planet, then this human species is going to be the first to destroy 
itself completely. And that's the road the United States government has 
put us on. - Ramsey Clark, United States Attorney General from 1967 to 1969

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Attorney_General


The Land and Money Problems are Intertwined









Pre-distributive Justice
The Land, Money and Tax Systems are Fairly Established 
so that extreme wealth inequality is simply not possible.
This combines Freedom and Fairness and gets us out of 

the Left / Right Box


